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ABOUT OUR ORGANIZATION
MESSAGE FROM CEO, WILLIAM THORNTON
One of our strengths as an organization has been our
ability to recognize when change is appropriate, so
that we may further fulfill our mandate to help those
who seek our assistance.
Two examples that come to mind are the early
introduction of our training program for blind and visually
impaired youths, and more recently the introduction
of the Autism Support Dog program for children with
moderate to severe Autism, aged 4 to 10 years.
Once again we have made an important change. In
order to more appropriately reflect where we provide
service and to whom we provide service – and also to emphasize that we are an
organization foremost about people, with a great affection for dogs – we have
redesigned our logo. We are proud to use our new logo for the first time on the
cover of this issue of Paw Prints. We sincerely hope that you like it.
As you can tell from the content of this copy of Paw Prints, we have been very
busy as usual. This year we have focused on two important issues.
Firstly, we expanded the breeding program to look after our immediate and
future needs. Secondly, on the technical side, we have developed and introduced
a formalized training program for the Autism Support Dog Instructors. This
program now has components covering both theory and practical training skills.
We have also included the minimum number of teams and dogs that a trainee
instructor is required to produce in order to achieve certification.
These important steps are instrumental in maintaining our growth and
development. None of this would be possible without your loyal and continued
support – thank you. I hope that you enjoy this re-badged issue of Paw Prints. Do
remember to share it with a friend.
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GUIDE DOG TEAM
MONICA & GUIDE DOG ASHLAR
Team Sponsor: Victor and Anna Kern Foundation

I’m feeling three times blessed by the
commitment and dedication of the
organizers, staff, trainers, and of course
the loving devotion given by all the
volunteers at BC & Alberta Guide Dogs.
So much time, care and love is involved
in bringing a little puppy through all the
stages of becoming a wonderful and
confident working guide dog.
My new guide dog Ashlar [third from BC
& Alberta Guide Dogs] qualified as the
106th guide dog team.
Ash is a sweet little Yellow Lab. He is just
over two years old, full of energy and
willingness to work. When his harness
goes on, he is a dog on a mission –
alert and waiting for his first command.
I am looking forward to spending the
next 8 years in a close, trusting, working
relationship with my new ‘guide’.
Many thanks to Nick Toni, Ashlar’s trainer, who is a great and encouraging coach.
Thanks to all of his help, Ash and I work very confidently together.
I am excited to begin my new adventures with Ash. Thank you, and God bless
everyone who was ever involved in making a guide dog a reality for visually impaired
or blind users as myself. I am very grateful.
- Monica Nelson
BC & ALBERTA GUIDE DOGS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Chair: Verne Blyth
Vice-Chair & Treasurer: Rupert Bullock
Secretary: Jeremy Gomersall, BEng, ACSM
Director: C. Wayne Reeves, B.Arch
Director: Tammy Winters (Alberta)
Director: Rob Van Biezen (Alberta)

CEO

William S. Thornton, GDMI

AUTISM SUPPORT DOGS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

ADVISORY BOARD

Ronald Austin
Charlotte Lycett Davis
Charlotte Keller, DVM, DACVO, DECVO
Victor Kern
Graham T. Lewis, DVM, DIP, ACVO
Irene O’Brien, DVM
Daniel Schwartz, DVM
Joanne Sutton
Norm Sayfy, B.Comm

President: William S. Thornton, GDMI
Vice-President & Secretary:
Brock Homewood
Treasurer: Verne Blyth
Members of:

**Some letters have been edited for space. To read full letters, please visit our website.**
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AUTISM SUPPORT DOG TEAM
LUKAS & AUTISM SUPPORT
DOG JUSTINE
Team Sponsor: Variety - Burnaby Lougheed
Lions Club

We were first introduced to Autism
Support Dogs years ago through a
close family friend who has a Guide
Dog. At the time, Lukas was only 4,
recently diagnosed with autism and
non-verbal. He spent the majority of
his years since birth at BC Children’s
Hospital. So we decided to wait and
allow Lukas to guide us when the
right time would be, if any.
As years past, we noticed Lukas
becoming more interested in dogs
as they surrounded us in our neighbourhood. Then one year, we took him to the
International Dog Show in Abbotsford, which changed everything. As we were
leaving, we passed the BC & Alberta Guide Dogs booth. Lukas saw the dogs and
immediately lied next to them. He was smiling and at that point, we knew this was
the right time to apply for an autism support dog.
At first, we were a little unsure how Lukas would react, but it didn’t take very long
before we started to see some significant and positive changes in behaviour. He
began playing with her, in his own time and was more vocal. He soon started
walking to and from school with her and showed us how proud he was with his new
companion. He now anticipates seeing her the moment the school bell rings.
We now can walk around in the community where we are happily greeted by
people of all ages. Lukas is very proud of Justine and we are extremely proud of
Lukas’s progress. We are now able to walk hands free and not worry about Luke
darting off. He now seems to grasp the understanding of the process and purpose
and feels grounded with Justine by his side.
I cannot express in words what Justine has done for us already. She has completely
reduced the level of stress not only with Lukas but with all of us here in our home.
She calms Luke during meltdowns and really wants to do the right thing to help.
We are so fortunate and grateful to have Justine in our lives. She’s easy and fun
and she means the world to all of us. Thank you to all of you: the puppy raisers, the
trainers, and the whole organization for making this possible.
- Denise, Lukas, and Grandma
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AUTISM SUPPORT DOG TEAM
NOLAN & GUIDE DOG KIERAN
Team Sponsor: TELUS Victoria Community Board

Nolan’s early development fell just
within the range of typical. His words
were slow to come and then one
day they slowly began to disappear.
Ironically his first word was ‘dog’. He
was diagnosed at 2 ½ years and began
therapy right away. He was making
gains and his vocabulary was coming
along with a lot of support and a lot of
hard work. Unfortunately the Provincial
autism program he was enrolled in
was cut and it was impossible for our
family to provide the 40hrs/week of
intensive ABA early intervention that
was recommended. Researching
into other options we learned about
Autism Support Dogs.
Kieran has already begun to alter
Nolan’s future in an incredibly positive
way. Now, Nolan has the freedom
to enjoy his favourite places when he needs them the most and the positive
attention we receive in our community from Kieran’s presence is also a huge
benefit for our son. The kids at school are so happy for Nolan and couldn’t wait
for ‘Mr. K’ to attend this Fall! During walks there is always a steady stream of
compliments about Kieran’s calm demeanor and obedience. A source of pride
for both our boys. He is such a handsome dog and people get a kick out of his
habit of crossing his front legs when he lies down.
Kieran’s transition into our home has been surprisingly seamless, as if he has
always been a part of our family! He is truly a joy to be with, SO well trained!!
Initially we were nervous about what was involved with his care, the training, of
generally taking on this opportunity. Happily the process was stress-free and
completely tailored to our family’s lifestyle. Our trainers were very knowledgeable
about autism and understood the challenges children on the spectrum face. It
was a very positive experience and they worked hard with us to help Nolan and
Kieran become a great team.
Kieran has really opened up the world to our son. We are overwhelmed with
gratitude for the many people involved who raised and trained Kieran. Thank
you to all who donated, sponsored and volunteered their time to this wonderful
organization.
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AUTISM SUPPORT DOG TEAM
PIERSON & AUTISM SUPPORT DOG
SABRE Team Sponsor: Variety the Children’s
Charity and Puppy Sponsorship

We were thrilled to have Sabre join
our family in March 2014. He is a
sweet addition to our home and has
become a friend to us all, but most
especially to our son Pierson. We
have 4 enthusiastic boys who all love
and care for Sabre. He has changed
our family dynamic in such a positive
way. Pierson is 10 years old and was
diagnosed with Autism in 2007. He
also has a mild intellectual disability
and an anxiety disorder.
As you can imagine Pierson has so
many struggles and challenges on a
daily basis including self-regulation,
all aspects of coping and functioning
at school and outside the home and
in the social aspects of life especially with making friends. When Pierson is
overwhelmed his anxiety kicks in and he bolts or runs away. Pierson has always
struggled with sleep and in maintaining a regular sleep pattern.
Pierson and Sabre have been forming a very strong bond. Sabre really brings
comfort and happiness to Pierson and this is so very special to see. Sabre
has been attending basketball practices with Pierson, simple outings like the
grocery store and the park where they both greatly enjoy a good game of
ball. Sabre also attends therapy sessions with Pierson within our home. The
Behavioural Interventionist is using Sabre to help Pierson regulate his breathing
when he is upset in that Pierson tries to match the pattern of Sabre’s breaths.
Pierson is able to confidently walk into stores now alongside Sabre and myself.
The very presence of Sabre calms Pierson to such an extent that we see much
less in the way of tantrums and rocking back and forth. Since Sabre has come
to our home Pierson sleeps 100% thru the night in his own room. That makes
for a happier Pierson and a happier family as a whole - especially my husband!
We have so much appreciation for Sabre’s presence in our home. What an
amazing gift he is to both Pierson and our family. Thank You to Sabre’s Puppy
Raisers, Boarders and Dog Trainer, Laura Hilbert. A big Thank You goes to
Variety – The Children’s Charity as the big donor towards us getting Sabre and
a HUGE Thank You to BC & Alberta Guide Dogs. Without you all this would
never have been possible. We are forever grateful.
Sincerely, Pierson’s parents, Nadine & Princeton
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SPONSORED PUP UPDATE
HELLO FROM A SPONSORED PUP, MACKENZIE!
Hello, Mackenzie here! I want to update
all you wonderful Paw Prints readers on
the training and adventures I’ve had
with the help of my generous puppy
sponsors and volunteer Puppy Raisers!
Over the summer I attended the Calgary
Marathon and the Calgary Stampede
to represent BC & Alberta Guide Dogs.
It was a beautiful day for 5 kilometer
run at the marathon, and my Puppy
Raisers made sure I had plenty of rest
and water breaks. At the stampede,
cowboys and cowgirls celebrated the
people, animals, land, traditions and
values of the spirit of the west. It was a
spectacular event!
My Puppy Raisers have two other dogs,
Kai and Maui, and over the summer we
also had a temporary roommate – a cockatiel! The pretty little fella belonged to my
Puppy Raisers’ friends, and I definitely enjoyed his singing, whereas Maui and Kai
seem to prefer the sound of their own barking.
I have been practicing finding curbs, stairs and doors, and sitting down in front
of them until I am told it’s okay to proceed. I have also been learning to ride on
escalators. Going up, I stand at the bottom of the escalator while my Puppy Raiser
places my front paws on the first step, and when we reach the top, she gently lifts off
my paws and I walk off. I am also learning to use public transit, including commands
like ‘find the door’, safely getting on and off the bus, and sitting while my Puppy
Raiser finds a seat or a balanced standing position. Practice makes perfect and I
want to ensure I do my best to help someone who is blind or visually impaired, or
a child with autism. After a day of traveling or training, it’s great to kick back at the
off-leash park and play with my friends!
I have an especially exciting update! Thanks to the support of my puppy
sponsors, and through the guidance of my fantastic Puppy Raisers, I recently
started advanced training classes. I’m very excited and look forward to learning
new things. Wish me luck!

To learn how to receive more updates and sponsor a puppy, see
our puppy sponsorship page or visit our website: bcguidedog.com
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IN THE LITTERBOX
These pups are off to their Puppy Raising homes
throughout Greater Vancouver, Victoria and Calgary for
their first steps of training! Puppy Raising is a full-time
volunteer job, and is fundamental to us being able to
train our dogs and provide our services. We want to
say a heartfelt thank you to all our breeder/caretakers,
volunteer boarders, and our amazing Puppy Raisers for all
your time and the loving homes you provide to our pups.
We couldn’t do it without you!
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IN THE LITTERBOX
DREAM & MAX’S PUPPIES
BORN: March 28, 2014
WHELPER: Lies S.
PUPPY RAISERS
Kim (GRxBLM) - Eneken, W. Vancouver
Sam (BLxGRB) - Gary, Calgary
Onyx (GRxBLB) - Margie & Lonn, Victoria
DIAMOND & MAX’S PUPPIES
BORN: April 22, 2014
WHELPER: Diane M.
PUPPY RAISERS
Bugsy (BLM) - Justin & Pam, Calgary
Oscar (BLM) - Donna & Randy, White Rock
Bodhi (YLM) - Donalda, Calgary
Tui (YLM) - Janet & Dick, Victoria
Radar (YLM) Leah, Richmond
Buddy (YLM) - Sandy & Patrick, Tsawwassen
Telus (BLM) - Lindsay, Victoria
CALYPSO & TRUMAN’S PUPPIES
BORN: April 29, 2014
WHELPERS: Joanna/Roberta & Ken
PUPPY RAISERS
Ebony (BLxGRM) - Fay, Calgary
Lilly (YLxGRB) - Lorri-Anne, Nanaimo
Misty (BLxGRB) - Linda, Calgary
Molly (BLxGRB) - Stania & Nick, Vancouver
Teemo (BLxGRM) - Jette, Victoria
SACHA & KANE’S PUPPIES
BORN: May 7, 2014
WHELPER: Wendy C.
PUPPY RAISERS
Button (YLB) - Louise, Calgary
Dora (YLB) - Lee & Rolly, Victoria
Mia (YLB) - Pierre & Marlene, Victoria
Sarge (YLM) - Calla, Vancouver
Brady (YLM) - Susan, Calgary

KIWA & WILSON’S PUPPIES
BORN: July 15, 2014
WHELPER: Bonnie S.
PUPPY RAISERS
Apple (BLB) - Danielle, Duncan
Eede (YLM) - Nancy, Parksville
Cleo (YLB) - Gabrielle, Calgary
Ella (YLB) - Sheila, Surrey
Gambit (BLB) - Elizabeth, Calgary
GERTIE & NANOOSE’S PUPPIES
BORN: August 7, 2014
WHELPER: Donna W.
PUPPY RAISERS
Lucy (YLB) - Bob & Mary, Burnaby
Madison (BLB) - Ann, W. Vancouver
Mugsy (BLB) - Cathy & Mark, Victoria
Beth (BLB) - Maureen, Victoria
Diesel (BLM) - Rob, Coquitlam
Flame (BLM) - Jeanette, Calgary
Roman (BLM) - Sandy, Airdie, AB
* Rocky (BLM) - CGDB
* Stella (BLB) - CGDB
OPAL & IKE/CAPTIN’S PUPPIES
BORN: August 12, 2014
WHELPERS: Ken & Roberta W.
PUPPY RAISERS
McGregor (GRxBCM) - Jay & Joanne, New West
Bruce (GRxBCM) - Joan, Calgary
Salty (GRxBCM) - Brenda, Richmond
Tim (GRxBCM) - Brian & Laura, Victoria
Kobe (GRxBCM) - Verne & Linda, N. Delta
Nanook (GRxBCB) - Doug & Cathy, Aldergrove
Panda (BLM) - Libby, N. Delta
Dottie (GRxBCB) - Veronica, Surrey
Pinto (BLM) - Diane, W. Vancouver

LEGEND
YL: Yellow Labrador Retriever
BL: Black Labrador Retriever
GR: Golden Retriever

LxGR: Labrador cross Golden Retriever
BC: Border Collie
B: Female M: Male

* Rocky & Stella have been donated to Canadian Guide Dogs for the Blind
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GUIDE DOG TEAM
BARB & GUIDE DOG SKYLAR
Team Sponsor: Rix Family Foundation

When my first guide dog, Heidi, retired
in 2012, for the first time in eight years,
I was dependant on my family and
friends. We lost her in June 2013. I was
devastated when I called Bill at BC &
Alberta Guide Dogs (BC&ABGD) to let
him know. Bill asked me if I wanted to
be put on the wait list. I said I wasn’t
sure if I could. He told me to take some
time and get back to him. By October,
I had come to the realization that it was
hard on my family, although no one
ever complained; with a little more than
one percent of my sight left, I needed
and wanted another friend. I gave Bill a
call and asked to be put on the wait list.
He told me he already had me on the
board, and that he knew I would call.
Thank you for that, Bill.
In March, I got a call to meet Skylar. I thought I was one of many clients seeing the
dog, and that I would find out later if we were a match. I had no idea that those who
knew me at BC&ABGD said Sky would be perfect for me. Sky came to the door, and
for the first few moments I thought I was seeing a ghost: she looked so much like
my Heidi. But Sky flew in the door with such spirit, ran upstairs, and made herself at
home. I was in love with her. At the end of our test drive, Nick [Sky’s trainer] said we
could start training in three weeks if I wanted. I said yes, but what about the other
interviews? He told me then that he had brought her just to meet me. Thank you all
for thinking of me.
Training with another dog proved to be a challenge. I knew all the steps and
commands, but my new friend sometimes looked at me with a ‘what are you doing
mom?’ look all over her face, bless her heart. So, we spent time blending my habits
with hers, and we still are. Nick is a very patient instructor and I thank you for all your
hard work getting us going together. I am so happy to be walking down the street or
through a store independently again. Sky is a lovely gift to my world.
Sky is a very cuddly soul and loves snuggles, belly rubs, camping and tearing around
the back yard with my Chocolate Labrador grand-puppy. She is also, much to my
delight, a lovely dancer. I warn family and visitors, if you sing along with the radio, be
prepared to dance.
I really want to thank all those involved with BC&ABGD. You are all so wonderful, you
always check in to see how things are. Mike, Cathy and Dave, I thank you and all the
other volunteers that do so much: teaching manners and obedience, and socializing
these puppies so they can go on to give people like myself freedom again.
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SAFETY FIRST
ANIMALARM VEHICLE TEMPERATURE
MONITORING SYSTEM
We’ve had an exceptionally long and
beautiful summer this year in BC, but
as pleasant as it feels to get some real
sunshine for a change, it can make for
some uncomfortably warm conditions
– especially inside a vehicle. As long
as BC & Alberta Guide Dogs has been
operating, we have always parked our
vans in the shade, with windows and
back doors left open for ventilation,
and our dogs in a secured area in the
back. Staff members also return to the
vans approximately every half hour to
make sure the dogs are doing well.
This summer, to further ensure the
Mackenzie, Teasel & Mindy in the van
safety and comfort of our dogs, we
equipped with the AnimAlarm system
also started using the AnimAlarm
temperature monitoring system in all of our vans. The portable system allows our
trainers to make sure conditions are continuously ideal for our dogs, by sending
a text message to the trainer’s
phone when trigger temperatures
are exceeded. Trainers can also call
or text the system at any time to
receive an update on the current
temperature of the vehicle. We
have posted signs on our vehicles
indicating that they are being
monitored, assuring the public our
dogs are safe and comfortable.

The back of the van equipped with the
AnimAlarm System
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We recognize that electronics
sometimes fail and are, therefore,
using the AnimAlarm system
simply as a backup measure. We
have received lots of positive
public feedback on this initiative,
and will continue using the
AnimAlarm system.
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By: Jim

AROUND TOWN
LABS! LIVE AT THE FAIRMONT 10th CHARITY AUCTION

Left to Right: Scott Hamilton, Lynn Colliar, and Ian Paton

The auction on June 21 was a great success! Global News’ Lynn
Colliar did a fantastic job emceeing the night, keeping the crowd in
good spirits. Guests enjoyed dinner and a live performance by the
Langley Ukulele Ensemble. Overall we had a great night and raised
over $23,000. Thank you to all our auction item donors, and a special
thanks to WestJet for donating two tickets anywhere they fly!

CALGARY MARATHON SCOTIABANK CHARITY CHALLENGE

Left to Right: Calum Cramer and an Alberta puppy in training

The successful event took place on June 1 at Stampede Park in Calgary, AB.
Our team,the Woof Pack, walked 5 km with some of our dogs in training and
raised $4,400 in support of Autism Support Dogs. Thank you to everyone
who supported us!
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AROUND TOWN
LONDON DRUGS GOLF FOR GUIDE DOGS 17TH ANNUAL CHARITY
GOLF TOURNAMENT

Left to Right: Doug Wilkins, Tammy Winters, Howie Meeker, Joanne Sutton, Leah
Meeker, and Norm Sayfy.

Thank you to our hosts, sponsors, donors, golfers, guests, volunteers
and everyone else who made this year’s tournament a successful and
memorable event!

UPCOMING EVENTS
TRIVIA NIGHT
Friday, November 15, 2014 - Sacred Heart School Gym, Ladner, BC
A REAL BLINDFOLDED TASTING
Thursday, November 20, 2014 - Calgary, AB
KITZ4KIDS DINNER & DANCE CHARITY FUNDRAISER
benefiting Autism Support Dogs
Friday, January 16, 2015 @ 7pm - River Rock Casino, Richmond, BC
LOVE IS BLIND DINNER
Saturday, February 21, 2015 - Calgary, AB

WANT TO BE A 2015 GALA SPONSOR?
WE ARE CURRENTLY LOOKING FOR SPONSORS FOR
THE 2015 AUCTION GALA! PLEASE CALL ANITA AT
604.940.4504 TO INQUIRE!
bcguidedog.com
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SPONSOR A PUPPY
Your donation could help these little pups
make a visible difference!

FLAME

DORA

LUCY

These new little pups are not only training to become guide dogs or autism
support dogs, but they have been specially selected to be our Puppy
Sponsorship Ambassadors! They will be documenting their adventures
and writing letters to sponsors over the next two years. If you sponsor one
of these puppies, they could be writing to you!
WE HAVE A NUMBER OF SPONSORSHIP LEVELS AVAILABLE:
KINDERPUP ($50+ GIFT): Help a puppy prepare for school. You (or your
gift recipient) will receive a photo and introduction letter from a puppy
in training!
PUPPY SCHOLARSHIP ($250+ GIFT): Support the next generation of lifechanging dogs! We will match you with a puppy, who from 8 weeks of age
until approximately 2 years of age, will send regular photos and letters to
you (or your gift recipient).
PUPPY SCHOLARSHIP ($15/MONTH GIFT – ONGOING): Same as puppy
scholarship above, but when the puppy graduates we will team you up with
a new life-changing puppy.
MOM & PUPS FUND ($1,000 GIFT): Support the care of a mom and her
litter. You (or your gift recipient) will receive a birth announcement photo
of mom with her pups. Then, we will match you with a puppy from that
litter, who from 8 weeks of age until approximately 2 years of age, will send
regular photos and letters to you (or your gift recipient).

TO DONATE, CALL 1.877.940.4504 OR VISIT BCGUIDEDOG.COM
bcguidedog.com
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SPECIAL THANKS
Our thanks to the following individuals and organizations who
have shown an outstanding, long‑term commitment to making our
work possible by donating goods/services year after year.

Boehringer Ingelheim
Nestlé Purina Petcare Inc.
Elanco Veterinary Canada
Novartis Animal Health Canada
Feltham Pet Clinic
Sue Paege (for our puppy jackets)
Fish Creek 24 Hour Pet Hospital
Scottsdale Veterinary Hospital
Dr. Charlotte Keller, DVM, DACVO, DECVO Dr. Brian Skorobohach, DVM, DACVO
Dr. Graham T. Lewis, DVM, DACVO
VetCor Canine Reproductions
M-pressions Sportswear Limited (for
Westjet
imprinting logos on our puppy jackets)
Zoetis Animal Health
A comprehensive list of donors can be found in our annual report.

BC & ALBERTA GUIDE DOGS
VANCOUVER MAINLAND OFFICE
7061 Ladner Trunk Road
Delta, BC V4K 3N3
Phone: 604.940.4504
Toll Free in Canada: 1.877.940.4504
Fax: 604.940.4506
Email: info@bcguidedog.com

ALBERTA OFFICE
Unit 102, 4 – 14th Street NW
Calgary, AB T2N 1Z4
Phone: 403.258.0819
Toll Free in Alberta: 1.877.258.0819
Email: info@albertaguidedog.com

VICTORIA SATELLITE OFFICE
1027 Pandora Avenue (please call first) Victoria, BC V8V 3P6
Phone: 250.413.3095
Email: info@bcguidedog.com
Charity Registration Numbers: BC&AGDS 89131 1763 RR0001 | ASD 80796 1610 RR0001
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RAISE A PUPPY!
RAISE A PUPPY - CHANGE A LIFE!
We are looking for volunteers to
be part of a fun and rewarding
program that is the foundation of
our organization.
The Puppy Raising Program is a
24/7 job that involves training and
socializing prospective working
Guide Dogs or Autism Support
Dogs from the time they are 7-8
weeks to 14-18 months of age.
Through scheduled visits and
obedience classes three times per
month, as well as guidance from
a Puppy Raising Supervisor and
advice from other Puppy Raisers,
you will have a terrific support
system on this journey with your new four-legged pal. You provide your
time and a loving home for one of our pups, and we provide food, vet care
and other basic necessities.
With the help of volunteers like you, our pups go from lovable bundles of
fur to life-changing Guide Dogs for blind/visually-impaired individuals, or
Autism Support Dogs for children with autism and their families.
We are currently looking for Puppy Raisers in Greater Vancouver, Calgary,
and Vancouver Island from Victoria to Nanaimo. If you have time to dedicate
to this rewarding commitment and would like more information on this
program, please contact:
Linda for the GVRD at 1-877-940-4504
Laura for Vancouver Island at 250-217-3132
Sandra in Calgary at 403-258-0819
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